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In nature, fire is sometimes destructive. Think of the wildfires you see in the
news every year. What seldom makes the headlines, however, is that fire
is also a natural phenomenon that has helped guide the evolution of
plants and animals. Some people are actually using fire to restore
wildlife and the places they need to live. As they do this, they are
lessening the risk of catastrophic wildfires. These beneficial fires
are called prescribed burns.
Shan Cammack knows all about controlling fire. She is a
fire safety officer for the Georgia Department of Natural
Resources. Cammack’s responsibilities range from public
safety to preserving Georgia’s natural heritage. But her focus
is restoring habitat for native wildlife by setting fires.
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improving the way forests look, and reducing disease and parasites (such
as ticks). A prescribed burn can kill thick shrubs, prickly briers, and other
aggressive vegetation, allowing more sunlight to reach the forest f    loor. That
gives native grasses and delicate wildf    lowers a better chance to live. The
change helps native animals such as gopher tortoises, Bachman’s sparrows ,
and bobwhite quail survive and even thrive. These animals and many plants
prefer woodlands that are regularly burned.
________________

HOW DO YOU GET READY FOR THESE BURNS?

Shan Cammack high-fives bobwhite quail Burner Bob. This
mascot helps the nonprofit Longleaf Alliance get the word
out about conservation and prescribed burns. To learn
more, visit longleafalliance.org.

WHAT IS A PRESCRIBED
BURN?
Prescribed burning is a safe
way to apply a natural process
( f  ire), ensure ecosystem health,
and reduce the risk of wildf  ire.
A prescribed burn is carried
out by trained crews when the
weather and f  ire fuel conditions
are in “prescription.” We monitor
things like temperature, relative
humidity, and winds. Before we
burn, we must follow what’s
written in our burn plan. This
plan is essential. It’s a written
document that describes the
site, our ecological objectives,
key weather parameters, safety
concerns, and the personnel and
equipment we will need.
________________

HOW DO PRESCRIBED
BURNS HELP?
Fires were once common.
Lightning strikes ignited f  ire,
which then spread across the
landscape. These regular f  ires
burned things such as leaf litter
and fallen trees and limbs,
preventing these “fuels” from
building up in amounts that could
lead to larger, hotter f  ire.
Today, because of more
people, changes in land use, and
other factors, natural f  ires are
less frequent. With prescribed
burns, we try to mimic historic
patterns of fire. Some of our
goals include reducing f  ire fuels,

Before we light the f  ire, a crew preps the burn area. This includes clearing
f  irebreaks. These surround the area we want to burn and are designed to stop
the f  ire from going out of bounds. We rake the f  irebreaks down to the dirt,
remove any jackpots (large piles of fuel), and cut down nearby snags (dead
trees) that might catch f  ire and cause a problem.
________________

WHAT TYPE OF TRAINING IS REQUIRED?
For prescribed burns, it is important to know how to control the f  ire and
how to put it out if you need to. Wildland f  irelighters take classes and must
pass written and endurance tests. And each year they have to take refresher
classes to stay up-to-date on the latest changes and important concepts.
________________

DO YOU HAVE SPECIAL EQUIPMENT?
Yes! We wear clothes that are f  ire resistant. We also wear a helmet, gloves,
safety glasses, and hardy boots. All of these reduce our exposure to heat. We
carry radios to maintain contact with the rest of the team. We usually start
the fire with a drip torch: a fuel canister with a spout designed to ignite and
drop the f    laming fuel where you need it.
Controlling the fire is done with hand tools, such as f  ire rakes. We have
special wildland f  iretrucks, UTVs, and ATVs that carry water. But sometimes
we burn in areas where you can’t use this equipment. Mop-up, which is
where we put out any f  ire that might try to escape the burn unit, can get
creative when you don’t have access to water! Sometimes all you can do is
cover a burning log with dirt to smother the f  ire.
________________

WHAT ARE SOME MORE EXAMPLES OF ANIMALS AND
PLANTS THAT FIRE HELPS?
Longleaf pine historically covered much of the southeastern United States.
This is a pyric community: That means the plants and animals that live in
this landscape depend on f  ire. For a longleaf pine seed to germinate, it must
meet bare mineral soil. That’s usually only made possible by f  ire.
One animal that lives in longleaf forests is the gopher tortoise. These
reptiles eat plants and fruits found on a healthy forest floor, which means
they need f  ires to keep that groundcover rich. Gopher tortoises also dig
long tunnels in sandy soil to make their homes. The burrows protect them
from f  ire, predators, and cold winter weather. Yet many other animal species
rely on tortoise burrows for their safety and homes, as well. Examples
include the eastern indigo snake, gopher frog, mice, burrowing owls and
invertebrates such as the gopher tortoise hister beetle.
You could say that all of these plants and animals require a prescription
for f  ire!
Anna Yellin Shulimson is a wildlife biologist in Georgia. She also enjoys writing,
planting for pollinators, and exploring the outdoors with her family and friends.
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